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FOUNDATImrS OF COGNITIVE THEORY 

Joseph oloelfel 

t1ichigan State University 

By the aid of language different individuals can, 
to a certain extent, compare their experiences. Then 
it turns out that certain sense perceptions of differ
ent individuals correspond to each other, I-Ihile for 
other sense perceptions no such correspondence can be 
established. We are accustomed to regard as real those 
sense perceptions which are common to different indi
viduals, and >lhich therefore are, in a measure, im
personal •... The only justification for our concepts 
and system of concepts is that they serve to represent 
the complex of our experiences; beyond this they have 
no legitimacy. 

A. Einstein, The 11eaning of Relativity, Fifth 
Edition, Princeton University Press, 1956, pp. 1-2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory presented in this essay is a formal axiomatic theory of the 

dynamics of cognitive processes. So frequently do we debate the merits of 

axiomatic versus other types of theory, hmrever, that He often underemphasize 

the differences among formal axiomatic theories themselves. 

This essay vieHs science as an extension of everyday human inquiry, 

albeit a specialized and highly developed mode of inquiry. Science has 

thrived at least in part", because it is a su?erior form of inquiry for some 

purposes. This superiority, I believe, derives from the great capacity of 

science as a communication system to carry large amounts of precise in for-

mation about problems of practical interest to ?eople. Any system of know-

ledge ,·rhich enhances the survival ability of a society would be of "practical 

interest" even if the society or individual did not perceive that utility. 

A science which does not enhance our ability to make precise statements 

about important events in human affairs that can be understood unambiguously 

by others to their practical advantage will not aurvive in a Hor,ld where 

knowledge is pO>7er. 

Axiomatization is an important step toward this goal since it allows 

for systematic deductive predictions of empirical outcomes. Failure of 

these predictions to conform to observed outcomes leads directly to a falsi-

fication of inadequate axioms, and thus theories may be improved to fit ob-

servations to ever increasing accuracy. But making predictions - or even 

manipulations - which are correct is not enough. Predictions must also be 

informative - they must yield information of real use value to humans. 

i, No notion of human or organizational "purposefulness" is intended here, but 
rather a Darwinian "Natural Selection" concept is intended. Those societies 
which develop scientific coding systems for Hhatever reasons - including 
chance - will fare better in a competitive environment if the theory meets 
the criteria enumerated here. 
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Theories are informative to the extent that they provide information people 

want and need and can use to answer some felt interest. A theory, for 

example, such as 

It all-lays rains in summer 

This season is summer 

,'.', • '. It >Till rain this season 

is formal, axiomatic, empirically correct, but relatively uninformative. 

This essay begins Hith the assumption that an axiomatic theory is a 

prerequisite to successful, informative science. But it goes further in 

that it assumes some axiomatic theories are better than others. It examines 

the axiomatic theory of physics closely to determine why it is so informa-

tive. It concludes that the utility of physical theory derives from char-

acteristics of a) the symbol system it uses; b) the measurement rule it 

.. ;. . l .. 
adopts, and c) the formal deductive properties of its rules for combining 

". symbols (i.e., its grammar). The language of physical science is capable of 
'.! : 

conveying more information less ambiguously than other linguistic systems 
,. ;.r 

and therefore makes more informative statements about its domain of inquiry. 

" . ~, A theory >Thich predicts where, when, hOI; much and for how long it will rain 
.~ .. 

is fundamentally better than a theory which merely predicts that it will 

rain, even if both theories are "correct." 

Part two attempts to describe a theory of cognitive processes self-

consciously written to conform to the formal characteristics of the most 

useful of physical theories. It should be evaluated in comparison to other 

··i.':' theories (both in this volume and elsewhere) not only in terms of how closely 

its predictions are borne out by observations, but also in terms of how 

useful and informative its predictions might be in furthering some human 

interest. 

:' " 

. ' .. 



PART I 

General Considerations 

':": 

A. Science as a Communication Process 
,,'f: 

Science is a social process involving the collective work of genera-

tions of scientists which has ramifications for the daily lives of all 

members of society. As an organized and social body of thought, science 

concerns itself l<i th socially validated knowledge--knOl'lledge ~Ihich has been 

confirmed across observers and across time. Observations which are unique 

. ~ . . .. , '~:, 

to a single observer or a single time point are never included in the body 

. ~ '. : .... of accepted scientific theory in any science, and we accept as scientific-

I'·" 
ally validated facts only those observations which are invariant across 

careful observations by multiple observers. Even more stringent is the 
",,-i ~ ,. : j 

., ,: ... :. requirement for scientific laws, which must be invariant across observers 

and across time. A little reflection quickly reveals the centrality of 

communication in the process of science, therefore, since invariances among 
.,,! . 

".1;" , 
',' .' 

"',"" ' 

'.,' 
the observations of different observers at different times can only be es-

',1 r.c , 
",'~ : ;-, r: !,-- " . 

,; " 
tablished by communication. 

,~: -,' 
.:. - , ," These observations are themselves deeply dependent upon the language 

'.r,: 
\~"; ,t·", : 

.f, 

.,' i . ',-, .. '.t 1.:. 

or symbol set by which they are encoded, as is very apparent when we con-
. '" ' 

: .. ' sider how we can communicate them to another observer for confirmation, or 
.... ,(: 

'. , even how we recall them for comparison with our own later observations. 

Hhether or not we accept the strong v1horfian hypothesis that our observa-

::-
:"':~ , tions themselves are determined by our symbolic repertoire, both communi-

',1':. " 

cation and recall do seem completely dependent on symbols, and science 
,,~ .. 

'.;~c' ."'. ',-:)! .".,-. 

", without inter-observer and over-time correspondence has no real meaning. 
"".,' . ~ .f 

These considerations warrant a very careful scrutiny of the role of languaRe 
(I; .. ~ 

in science. 
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, .; .. B. Science as a Special ryescriptive Language 

Any language--even a lanpua~e specifically for scientists--must have at 

'", ' 
a minimum three elements: (I) a set of symbols, (2) a set of rules for 

setting the symbols into correspondence Hith observations made by observers, 

and (3) a set of rules for combining symbols. In a vernacular language 

".;' , ., '.: (like English), the set of symbols consists primarily of the set of Hords 

and non-verbal gestures Hhich the bulk of the language users recognize. 

::,.;. Each of these Hords or gestures must be individually remembered; there is 

, .. . - .... -, no rule by I-,hich a person I<ho knOHS some of the Hords may construct all 

the others. The set of rules for sett ing each subset of these I-lords into 

- ' 

::.i'." ' correspondence Hith observations is lengthy, unsystematic, inductive and 
." ' 

, ; .. informal--the result of generations of informal social negotiation. Nor 

do all users of the language share exactly the same rules: one observer 

.~''- .' . 
, 'i' 

may differ considerably from another in the set of observations to I<hich 

he or she may attach the Hord "good," for example, or "friendly." More-

over, the set of rules for combining Hords is similarly unsystematic and 

often ambiguous. 

.,.",' :n'"i,.' 
e,: ( , The combination of the words "good" and "person," for example, has a 

.-',. 
. ,-;., 'J,', meaning Hhich is a combination of the meanings of the two. Adding the 

..... 
I~ord "friendly" to this combination transforms the meaning of the phrase in 

,;; 

" . '.' a roughly additive Hay, that is, the combination "good" and "friendly" is 

some sort of sum of the meanings of "good" and "friendly." Adding an ad-

... ' verb like "very" changes the meaning in a multiplicative fashion, but how 
" , .. 

, .. ' this nelV meaning is derived is not explicit. In general, for example, the 
i.',/ ", . 

,,. . 
adverb "extremely" has a higher multiplicative value than the adverb "very," 

',,: "',,'.' 
~' .~;., " , 

• ,,' t· •.•. ' J Lf. ,: :-. but this is not true for every user of English (Cliff, 1959, 1974). These 

;.i.' " ambiguities cannot be permitted in science, and for a simple reason: if 
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our goal as scientists is to es,tablish invariances amon,g ohservations across 

observers via communication, "e must rule out the possibility that variabil-

ity in observations reported by multiple ohservers is attributable to amgi-

guities in the use of the language by Hhich the observations are compared. 

To prevent this, "e might set up several criteria that any satisfactory 

scientific language must meet. 

First, all users must agree unequivocally on the set of symbols to be 

used. Second, the number of symbols in the set must be at least adequate, 

in all possible permutations, to enumerate all possible observations. Third, 

all users must share a simple unambiguous set of rules for setting observa-

tions into correspondence »ith syrr>.bols, and fourth, the rules for combininl! 

symbols must be unambiguous and consensual. To help assure that these four 

criteria are met, and to assure efficiency in use of the language, »e »ill 

specify a fifth criterion: all rUles--i.e., the rule for defining symbols, 

the rules for establishing correspondence bet»een symbols and observations, 

and the rules for combining symbols--must be as "simple" as possible. He 

might accomplish this by specifying that the most primitive set of such 

rules be small, and that every additional rule may be derivable from the 

original set, rather than simply remembered one by one as is by and large the 

case in vernacular language. Before turning our attention to the ,.ay in 

»hich science constructs explanations, therefore, »e might »ell examine the 

process by »hich science, as a collective social enterprise, describes phen-

omena. 

1. Fundamental Descriptive Variables. Aside from very specialized 

verbal symbols (like "nucleus" or "force") the primary set of symbols of 

science consists of the set of mathematical symbols. For the time being 

11e will restrict our discussion to a subset of these--the set of real numbers. 
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This subset of symbols is of extreme importance in science since measure-

ment (Hhich is used here as a synonym for observation or description) is 

usually defined as the process of settin~ observations into correspondence 

Hith elements of the set of real numbers according to some rule (Campbell, 

1921, 1952; S. S. Stevens, 1951, 1968; Suppes and Zinnes, 1963). As Kramer 

(1974) puts it: 

Thus a measure is a function Hhose domain is some class 
of sets and ",hose range is an aggregate of non-negative 
real numbers. It ,",ould then seem logical to divide an 
explanation of measure into tHO parts, first, a discussion 
of the domain, the class of sets to be measured, and 
second, the rules Hhich are to govern the range. 

(po.. 393-394) 

For scientific purposes, the real numbers are superior to English Hords for 

at least three reasons: first, all the real numbers may be· created out of 

a small set of symbols at once by any experienced user--even those real 

numbers never encountered before. Second, there is no ambiguity about the 

"meaning" of any real number among scientists. Once any real number has 

been Hritten, its relationship to all other real numbers is completely and 

unambiguously determined for all users. Third, many valuable operations are 

defined for the real numbers. 

Once having defined a satisfactory symbol set (a process Hhich, we 

should recall, is not complete after several thousands of years of pure and 

applied mathematical study) it remains to form some unambiguous, consensual 

rule by Hhich linkages betHeen the symbol set and observations may be made • 

Here Einstein's conception of the measurement of distance is instruc-

tive (Einstein, 1961): 

For this purpose (the measurement of distance) He require 
a "distance" (Rod S) Hhich is to be used once and for all, 
and which we employ as a standard measure. If, nOH, A and 
B are tHO points on a rigid body, He can construct the 
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line joining them according to the rules of geometry; then, 
starting from A, ",e can mark off the distance S time after 
time until He reach B. The number of these operations re
quired is the numerical measure of the distance AB. This 
is the basis of all measurement of length. (p. 5)-

Einstein I S measurement procedure is tHo-staged: first, an arbitrary 

distance (or discrepancy, in the general case) is stipulated by the scien-

tist. It is vital to note that rules for the perception or measurement of 

this initial measurement distance or discrepancy are not stated; rather the 

scientist must assume the observer shares l'lith him/her a common referent for 

the ordinary language symbol "distance" or "difference," and that the obser-

ver can make this initial recognition unaided by further definition. Ul-

timately it is this call to common experience as codified in ordinary lan-

guage symbols that establishes a link bet>Teen the everyday experience of 

the observer and the scientific theory. 

Hhile the choice of the unit of measure is arbitrary, choice of differ-

ent standards >Till have consequences for the patterns of measurements made 

>Tith the system. Choosing as Rod S some ordinary language symbol >Those re-

lation to other such symbols is stable over time might make results of the 

measurement more clearly interpretable in terms of the ordinary language 

system than >Tould a Rod S defined by a symbol >Those meaning fluctuates in 

the vernacular system • 

Secondly, the scientist specifies a rule by >Thich other instances of 

distance or discrepancy are to be compared to this unit. In this case, ob-

servers are asked to make ratio comparisons of all other distances or dis-

crepancies to this arbitrary standard. 

Distance can only be measured in relation to some other standard of 

measure (Rod S) "'hich itself is undefined and unmeasured. A measurement 

system that employs, at its core, an unmeasured standard is commonly referred 
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to as fundamental measurement (Campbell, 1928; Ellis, 1966; Hays, 1967; 

Suppes and Zinnes, 1963). On the fundamental measurement of length or dis-

tance, Hays (1967) remarks that "Length is measured in terms of length. 

One need not define length in reference to other quantities" (p. 15), 

Danes and 1-Ioelfel, 1975). 

As communi cat ion scient ists, however, He may inquire into the under-

lying character of a fundamental perception such as distance or time. 

First, fundamental measurements assume for the perception of both distance 

and time that there exists some sort of separation (i.e., an observed dis-

tinction, discrepancy, disparity, difference, etc.) among hlo or more stim-

uli; thus distance may be viewed as separation in terms of physical loca-

tion and time as separation in terms of a durational array. This separation 

is symbolized by some vernacular word or set of Nords such that the mention 

of the word serves as a cue to recall the observat ion. 'lhen the scientist 

wishes to refer to this observed separation, he or she cites these associated 

words. The observations called to mind by the Hords represent the meaning 

of the ,.,.ords. There is no direct access to the observation ·not mediated in 

this Hay by Hords or symbols of some sort. 

Secondly, Hhen several of these observed separations have been recalled, 

fundamental measurement requires that all observers apply an unambiguous 

rule for comparing these observations to each other. The simplest such rule 

vequi~es compa~ison of a sequence of observed separations to an arbitrarily 

chosen observ~d separation to determine Hhether or not they are identical. 

Similarly, a stronger (ordinal) rule would require the respondent to deter-

mine ",hether observed separations are larger or smaller than the original 

arbitrary standard separation. Einstein's distance rule above requires a 

ratio judgment of separation; i.e., the respondent is required to specify 
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how many times larger or smaller than the original standard the observed 

separation may be. The more rigorous this rule, the more precise the re-

sultin~ measures (given, of course, that the observer understands and can 

apply the rule). The meanin!! of the resultin~ measure is given by the 

meanin~ of the vernacular Hord(s) Hhich call up the separations in the first 

place. By nm1, most people in industrialized settings have become quite 

adept at making ratio judgments of separation in physical location (dis-

tance) and temporal arrays (time), as well as in other abstract domains, 

such as monetary value, although it is clearly true that the general popula-

tion cannot be expected to use these rules with the precision of trained 
'.' . 

scientific observers. No rule is required by nature, ho\~ever, and scien-
.' .. 

tists are free to choose any rule, but different rules will yield different 
-, 

geometries and processes. By a pragmatic argument, some of these will 
,:!",.,. : ·cr·,. ".'. 

prove more helpful than others for differing purposes. 
i . 

2. Transformation Rules. Once a consistent symbol system has been 
. " . '. : '.,,: . 

consensually defined, and unambiguous rules of correspondence have been es-
. ;:.,. :':':' (. · ... n· 

tablished, l-1e may concern ourselves l-1ith the set of rules for combinations 
,. 

of symbols. In the case of the real numbers, these rules are relatively 

unambiguously established in the form of the field axioms, I-1hich define the 
. .": :.1 j .. ,. : ' .. '," " .. ' ,.; ..... 

operations of addition .and multiplication for the real numbers. Since 
;;'.£..; •. '::: ;'" . . .:. 

these symbols have now been set into correspondence with the observations, 

these operations on the symbols are equivalent to transformations of the ob-
....... 

servations which correspond to the symbols. Two particular classes of 

these transformations are of substantial interest. The first of these con-
.". , .' ,. 

sists of what we may term cross-observer transformations. 
~ . ,',', . ' 

To illustrate the meaning of cross-observer transformations, consider 
.• :, ., j' i . : '. "\ 

the case of two observers A and B viewing the cylindrical object X as in 
',: 
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Figure One. Even though both observers utilize the same symbols and share 

unambiguously rules for setting observations into correspondence with these 

x Figure One 
\. 

AJ 
-~ 

symbols, and even though they both observe the "same" object, through the 

aid of communication they find their observations do not correspond, since 

observer A sees the cylinder as an oblong figure, while observer B sees a 

perfect circle. Clearly, in the example given, this failure of correspon-

dence cannot be attributed to characteristics of the "object" alone, nor 

to ambiguous use of symbols or rules of correspondence, and must therefore 

be attributed to characteristics of the observers. The task of the scien-

tist is now straightforward but nevertheless tedious: he or she must find 

some transformation from among the permissible rules of combinations--or 

define a new rule of combination--which transforms the observations (now 

encoded into symbols) of one or both observers until they correspond. The 

specification of invariants under transformation is generally considered 

the primary task of scientific theory (Einstein, 1961; Reichenbach, 1958; 

Kramer, 1970; Pieszko, 1970). (In the present example, of course, a simple 

rot at ion through 90 degrees ",ill suffice.) Those characterist ics of the 

observations 'Thich are invariant under this transformation--that is, those 

characteristics which are not dependent on the perspective of the observer--
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may be meaningfully attributed to the object observed. If no characteris-

tics of the observations "'hich are invariant across the required transforma-

tion can be found, the observations are not consensually validated, and 

are not considered I1real!! or flobjective,1i but must he considered, at least 

for the time being, idiosyncracies of the observers. The first task of 

scientists, therefore, once symbol systems and rules of correspondence have 

been established, is to find transformations "'hich render observations by 

different observers congruent and to isolate properties of the observa-

tions "hich are invaria.-"Jt across those transformations. r·Te are accustomed 

to call "real" those obser.vations for Hhich such transformations have been 
:,-', 

identified, and it is revealing to discover ho", many of the discoveries of 
." ' 

modern physical science have been formal mathematical achievements of just 

this sort. The discovery that all differences in physical perspective 

'''' 
.,." 'j. 

. '.';: 
could be transformed a",ay by only one class of transformations--i.e., ro-

tat ions and translations--",as a landmark discovery for classical science 

"]' 

since it "as then a formal mathematical question as to ",hich properties re-

main invariant across this general class of transformations . 

. ,.,' : 
The second form of transformation of interest to us may be termed 

cross·-time transformation, and can be undenstood as a simple analytic ex-
. ) ,. ; r·· :,-; . 

tension of cross-observer transformations. In this case, instead of con-

", .... ,' .. 
sidering t",o observers A and B, He may think of a single observer moving 

(~ '~:.' 
.. ~. : 

from point A to point B in Figure One. (This, of course, is equivalent to 
' ... (.- , ;" :-: .. 

a static observer and a rotating object, and so only one of these cases 

need be considered.) Here ",e are concerned ",ith finding a transformation 

.j';:' '''·r ':':; 

"'hich ",ill establish correspondence bet>,een observations made by the obser-
1"(.,' 

ver at one time Hith observations made at a second time. \'Thile the logic 
'.: j 

..... , 

of these transformations is identical to that of cross-observer trans·forma-
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tions, these transformations hold a special place in science insofar as 

they constitute the set of equations 1'1hich describe motion and change. Fur-

thermore, cross-time transformations introduce a ne~1 complexity into our 

considerations since they involve the combination--and hence the need for 

new combination rules--of two or more fundamental variables, one of ,qhich 

is always time. Time, like distance, is a fundamental variable. Following 

!1ichels, time is that which is measured by a clock, and a clock is 

". • • any device which emits signals such that the interval between any 

two contiguous signals is the same" (Hichels, 19GB,p. 23). The most conven-

ient combination rule for time and distance is again a ratio rule--the 

ratio of distance travelled to time yields the derived descriptive variable 

velocity as 

v = 

and other such derived variables are well known, such as acceleration: 

a = 

Following the same reasoning, we may now consider a primary task of 

science as the establishment of cross-observer invariances in the percep-

tions of such derived variables as valocity and acceleration for observers 

themselves in motion relative to each other and to the object observed. 

This· is quite important, since it is generally changes that we seek to ex-

plain, and chan.ges are always and only derived variables across time. 

C. Explanation in Science--Causal Laws 

Once we have established a system for the description of processes ob-

served by observers we can inquire into systems of explanations of these 

processes. Our starting point for this inquiry is the understanding that 
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explanations always answer some interest that human observers hold, and 
...• ,. 

consequently not all observations require explanations. A careful historical 

analysis of science shows clearly that scientists are not generally concerned 

with the explanation of invariances, but rather with changes. Although 
. ;.' 

much more sophisticated formulations might be found, a general cognitive 
" f" 

principle shared by scientists might well be the assumption that, left 

alone, things will remain as they are. When things do "remain as they were" 
..... ': :. 

we are not surprised, and require no explanation. If we find the scene 

along our route" to work today is as it was yesterday we do not seek an ex-

.. '.t .; 
planation. If we find instead that a building there yesterday is gone today 

" .' 
we ask why. Nor is this only true of st at ic phenomena: '-Ie expect processes 

to continue, and seek explanations only when the processes stop or change--

thus ~le may well ask .,hy a co-worker fails to come to work on a given day, 

but do not inquire as to why he or she does show up each day. In the dynam-
..... ,. " 

ic model just described, we do not inquire as to why a static object re-

mains static, or why a moving object continues to move. Hhat we seek to ex-

"j" plain are changes in processes, or technically, accelerations. In fact, 

." " 
following our general rule that, left alone things remain as they are, we 

assume that anything which does not remain as it was was not left alone • 

. .... ; And as arbitrary as our original assumption that things left alone remain 

the same is our assertion that "something" has affected those things which 

do not remain the same. In general, scientists have created two wholly ar-

bitrary concepts corresponding to the two components of this "inertial" hy-

pothesis: inertial~, which is the concept acting toward "sameness," 
. 'i-' . 0' 

and "force," which acts toward change. Neither of these concepts is "real" 
;" ~~ . 

in the sense of fundamental concepts like distance or time, but are wholly 
.. , :., . ~-. . ... : .... 
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constructs derived from our inertial assumption. He define inertial mass 

as that quality of matter "'hich resists acceleration, 

m = k 
a 

where k = a constant, and force as that .. hich produces acceleration, as 

F = rna 

The constructed nature of these concepts is clear from the fact that 

neither of them is ever directly measured in a fundamental way, as time and 

distance are measured, but both are ahlays derived from the fundamental 

variables distance and time and the "inertial" assumption. 

!-lass, for example, is hardly the objectively concrete kind of phenomenon 

it seems. Mass is defined as the quality of matter which resists accelera-

tion. As such, mass cannot be directly touched, seen, heard, smelled, 

tasted, or sensed in any >lay. lIeasurement of mass requires the theoretical 

linking of the concept to some observable phenomenon like acceleration, as 

in the expression: 

m = F 
a 

If >Ie can someho>l control for force, then the theoretical link bet>leen mass 

and acceleration allo>ls us to convert observed acceleration into mass. He 

might, then, roll a steel ball dO>Tn an inclined plane until it strikes an-

other ball, measure the valocity of the second ball after an interval of 

time t (since velocity can be measured) and calculate the average accelera-

tion by dividing the velocity by the interval of time. At this point, how-

ever, the mass of the second ball is still unkno>Tn. Only after He roll, for 

example, the same first ball dmm the same inclined plane into a third ball 

will He be able to establish a relative measure of mass. Since the force F 
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may be considered the same in both instances, we may write: 

= = = 

Thus, 

= 

or better, 

Note that the operations of measurement yield exactly the theoretical 

expression by which mass is defined in theory. Since both a
l 

and a2 are 

measurable as ratios of distance and time, ml , the mass of the second ball 

may be expressed as a ratio to m
2

, the mass of the third ball. At this 

point, we will have established a relative measure of mass. It is crucial 

to note that the measure, as are all such measures, is a ratio or propor-

tionality and this proportionality is calculated from the theory. He expect 

this proportionality to remain constant over time. If it does we are satis-

fied that we have found the correct explanation. He do not seek to explain 

further, since the ratio is constant or invariant, and in general our iner-

tial assumption does not require us to explain invariances. 

These measures, although arbitrary, are of some real heuristic value, 

since they reduce changes to nameable invariances, and invariances are 

handy since th';y alloN us to predict (and control) future outcomes with cer-

tainty. Regardless of the unsatisfactoriness of this state of affairs 

philosophically, attaining strong predictability of phenomena is of very 

great value. 

Even so, scientists in the 19th and 20th centuries--like Hertz (1956), 
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Poincare (1946), Einstein (1961), Heisenberg (1928) and others--have been 

dissatisfied >lith this arbitrariness, and have sought alternatives. 1'1hy 

they have done so is not difficult to see. 

Consider an infinitely long train moving along a track. The track and 

surface of the earth provide a convenient inertial frame of reference, and 

the train is assumed to be moving along the track Hith a constant velocity 

V
t 

relative to the surface of the earth. The car may be assumed to be moving 

in the same direction Hith a velocity V relative to the earth IS surface. 
c 

As long as the car and train do not approach near-light velocities He are 

safe in establishing their relative velocity as 

V - V t c 

If this result is negative, the train Hill appear to fall behind at a 

steady rate; if positive, the train Hill appear to move ahead of the car at 

a steady rate. Let us assume that this state of affairs has maintained it-

self for a very long time, i.e., the value of Vt has not changed over -c 

many generations of train riders and car passengers. Should the value of 

V suddenly, say, decrease, most riders of both car and train will require 
t-c 

en "explanation." But before an explanation can be forthcoming, a satisfac-

tory description of Hhat has happened is needed, since the observers in the 

car will experience the event differently from observers in the train • Car 

observers Hill see the train slow dOHn; train riders Hill see the car speed 

up. Hho is correct? Clearly He can 't hope to explain Hhy the car speeded 

up if it didn't speed up, and similarly for the train. Perhaps «e might call 

for an "objective" view from a third observer at the roadside. This third 

observer can resolve the issue directly from within his or her inertial 

frame, but the objectivity of this vieH breaks dOHn quickly if we consult yet 
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a fourth observer, say, on the moon. Clearly descriptions of events ",ill 

differ from perspective to perspective, and therefore clearly "'hat are sat-

isfactory "explanations" in one inertial frame ",ill in general fail in an-

other. 

This is really not a problem, as long as the transformations from one 

inertial frame to another are kno\>lll, since the "1a",s of nature" in one ref-

erence system can be transformed into the la",s of nature in another refer-

ence system by means of these transformations. Furthermore, those proper-

ties of observations "'hich are invariant across the transformations "'ill be 

aspects of "reality" about "'hich all observers will agree, regardless of 

their O\>lll reference frame. Those in possession of the standardized language 

and its transformation rules will find their experiences orderly, comprehen-

sible and comparable with those of other observers. On the other hand, the 

observer "'ho does not possess the standardized symbols and transformation 

rules will be strongly individuated, his or her experiences will be confusing 

and incompatible ",ith the experiences of others; he or she will be contin-

ually surprised by events, and most likely Hill believe that "reality" is not 

orderly or rule governed, but is a place ",here events happen spontaneously 

and unpredictably; experiences ",ill seem vague and indefinite, incapable of 

precise measure. This is, of course, an apt description of our current 

understanding of human cognition, and social and cultural processes. 



r~~··----------------------------------------------------

PART II 

Theory 
. 'i, ",: 

Part I described science as a collective process "'hich acts to estab-

lish consensus among observers and over time about their obs.ervations. To 

be compared across observers and over time, observations must be encoded 

", . into symbols and communicated, a process "'hich introduces additional uncer-

";.;' tainty into the measurement/comparison process. To reduce this noise, 

"', .:. : !: ,'! :.c t-. scientists have developed specialized languages >Thich consist of (a) special 

.. : ,-' .. sets of symbols, (b) special rules of correspondences, and (c) special 
~ .. 

", ... , . ,-: ( : . ..1." rules of combinations or transformations >Thich relate observations across 

'. ~ .... :. . 
observers and time. 

. ,.", . ~ .. ' '. '. ,," 
.';': 

Part II of this essay Hill illustrate this process ",ith a theory of 

;-. 
i i .-,. .'".' 

: • I 

cognitive processes. 

": ""-'- ",,." 
A. Definitions 

i, i :" ", ,) . .' . 
He assume that individuals encode observat ions into symbols, combine 

,'. ".,'" 

,. and store the symbols in some Hay and compare them Hith other persons and 

across time by means of langua~e. These ·processes are cognitive processes. 
',,' . ", : . 

' .. '" 
Science, by this definition, is a cognitive process, although a collective 

-:" 
cognitive process to be sure. Gauging the state of one's health across 

,",-' 

the years is also a cognitive process, as is determinin~ one's OHn political 
:''::;; ~)" 

position from day to day. Collective cognitive processes (or cultural 

processes) are those cognitive processes resulting from the coordinated ac-

tivity of a system of individual cognitive processes, like science or en-

semble music or election of government officials. 

The primary symbol system underlying cognitive processes is assumed to 

be the vernacular language. Relatively invariant complexes of observations 
I 

-lB-
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are symbolized by certain vernacular language words like "red" or "hard" or 

"disappointed." These several complexes themselves are perceived to differ 

from each other in some ways; in fact, the minimal comparison between two 

observations that can be reported is the dichotomous discrimination of 

' .... difference vs. no difference. The differences or separations among the 
. .. . ~.' 

symbols are considered primitive or fundamental variables in the theory. 

. " 

" 

Any concept in the language has a meaning ,.,hich is given by its pattern of 

J.' ~ .'., :. 
, ' .. 

: ..... . 
.::. .. similarities and differences with the other concepts. Change in these 

'" : ! :' separations over time therefore represents change in meaning or definition 

of concepts. These changes are cognitive processes. 

" :' '~. . .... ': .. ' 1. The symbol set. The first step in measurement is the stipulation 

of a symbol set. He choose the set of positive real numbers (see Suppes 

and Zinnes, 1973) for several reasons. First, since the set is infinite, 

there is no minimal interval size as "Tith a finite set like, for example, 
, ..... ;., .'. 

the semantic differential seven-interval scale. Moreover, the real number 

system is systematic, forming ne", symbols by rules; a very large set of 
. ,:: .;,. .,."', 

transformations in the set (like addition and multiplication, for example) 

.:. r \ . . :; " 
c.;'.' 

are .Tell knOHn, and a very large set of people are already familiar ",ith 
"" .. 

elements of the real numbers--far more than are familiar with most other 
.. ": 

\:'" psychometric devices, for example. 

. .. ; . .' .', . 'OJ 'J :, 

2. Rules of correspondence. The second requirement of measurement is 

'-, : ~ '..': ' .. .' .' ( . ::;.. , '. ' 

the establishment of a clear, consensual and unambiguous rule for estab-
. .:, .. ' . j.., . ~. '. . ., .... : '", i. 

lishing correspondences bet",een observations and symbols. He choose, 
", ~ '. 

, , 
following Einstein (1961) and others (Campbell, 1928; Ellis, 1966; Hays, 

'., . .:.,1": 
".. ' ... ,··;r; .. '. ;! .. '. ···.r; ~ ~ . 1967; Suppes and Zinnes, 1963:, Krantz, et al., 1972) a ratio rule. First, 

" . ", ; .' ~I." ::.' \ : .. , 
, ;,:!..'" .. i· 

an arbitrary element of the set of observations to be measured is desig-
.,", . 

nated as a unit standard against which all other observations are to be 
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compared. As we noted earlier, the primitive observations of corrnitive 

processes are the separations among concepts, and one of these separations 

is chosen as a standard;. other se;>arations are compared to this standard as 

ratios. (A typical format for the use of this rule in actual practice is 

gi ven in Appendix One). formally, the rule is expressed as a conditional 

statement "if a and bare::: units apart, ,,0\'1 far apart are x and y?" In 

the present case, nfar apart" is defined to mean "different in meaning" so 

that increasing numbers represent pairs of concepts of increasingly differ-

ent meariing. Formally the rule requires that a pair of concepts Sa.b .. 
1. 1. 

whose difference in meaning is perceived to be double that of another pair 

S should be represented by a separation double that of the second pair, 
a.b. 

] ] 
or S = a.b. 

1. 1. 

difference 

2S b' 
a j j 

may be 

Furthermore, no formal restriction on how small a 

reported is established by the scaling procedures: limit-

ations of precision are given by the observational capabilities of the ob-

server and not the scale in >-Thich such differences are reported. It is im-

port ant to understand that the use of a precise scale does not itself 

guarantee precise measurement, since the actual process by which the scale 

is employed can add or subtract from precision. Because the length of a 

bridge, for example, is reported in ratio numbers--say, meters--does not 

guarantee that the measurements have been carefully made. But the use of 

an imprecise scale--like a semantic differential scale--is sufficient to 

limit precision of measure. Hhatever imprecision of measure may exist with-
" 

in this system is not a consequence of the imprecision of the scale in 

which measurements are reported, however, and this is a crucial advantage. 

Once accomplished, these procedures make possible a mathematically pre-

cise definition of the meaning of any concept: since each concept is de-

fined by its relative similarity to all other concepts, any concept C
i 

is 
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defined by the 1 x (k-l) vector of separations from the k-l other concepts. 

The interrelationships among any subset of k concepts is similarly given 

by the k x k matrix S of separations among the k concepts. Similarly, the 

cultural meanings of the n concepts defined by a culture is given by the 

n x n matrix S of separations among the n concepts averaged across members 

of the culture. 

The Geometry of Separation. The concept of a geometry of separation 

capitalizes on the recognition that physical distance is viewed as a special 

case of separation in general, and thus is isomorphic to conceptual separa-

tion in formal structure. Therefore, conceptual separations may be pre-

sented in a geometrical format analogous to the depiction of physical dis-

tance:, the separations in the matrix S may be arrayed in a geometrical 

pattern. Consider the matrix: 

abc 

a 0 0 0 
S = 

bOO 0 

cOO 0 

Here, since Sab = S ac 
0, the three concepts lie on a point in a 

zero (0) dimensional space. In the matrix: 

a b c 

a 0 1 3 

b 1 0 2 

c 3 2 0 

-, 
the separations form a line segment in a one-dimensional space which may be 

geometrically arrayed as the following pattern: 
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I~--------- 3 
units ---------> I 

a b c 

l<if-- 1 --)I~------- 2 -------) I 
and the matrix: 

a b c 

a o 1 2.24 

b 1 o 2 

c 2.24 2 o 

represents a triangle in a two-dimensional Euclidean space. 

1 unit 

a 

I~ b---------------c 
2 units 

And finally consider the matrix Sthat extends outside the real number 

domain: 

a 
S = b 

c 

a 

o 
1 

4 

b 

1 

o 
2 

c 

4 

2 

o 

This geometrical pattern represents a complex, non-Euclidean space of 2 di-

mensions; one real and one imaginary dimension. The translation of concep-

tual separations into a geometrical configuration will produce a spatial 

configuration ef r dimensions, where r is always one or more less than the 

number (k) of conceptions judged (r ~ k-l). 

3. Transformation rules. Among the most important transformation 

rules are those which describe the symbolic operations by which observations 

are transformed to correspondence across observers and over time, since 
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these are the transformations by .rhich information is conveyed "monF ,-ndi-

viduals. Since the primitive data of the theory consist in the matrix of 

reported separations S or S, we "lill be particularly interested in trans-

formation rules "'hich preserve these separations. Restricting ourselves 

to transformations Hhich preserve the raH separations guarantees that the 

data are never distorted. In this- vray, data provided by measurements may 

never be "tampered with" and remain the final arbiter of theory. 

a. Frame of reference. Once the observations have been encoded into 

the symbols of the theory we may begin to compare them across observers and 

over time to discover invariances. The first step in this comparison 

process is to transform those observations into a convenient frame of ref-

erence (Goffman, 1975; Halliday and Resnick, 1966). "1hile the concept of 

reference frame has occupied an important place in virtually every social 

science (and in physics) it has generally resisted precise quantitative 

treatment in the social sciences. Since this theory is founded on a funda-

mental variable (separation) which is formally homomorphic Hith physical 

distances, it is possible to make use of mathematical procedures developed 

to establish physical reference systems to generate reference frames for 

cognitive processes. The procedures used here Here developed originally by 

Jacobi (1846) and subsequently reestablished for psychological data by 

Young and Householder (1938) and Torgerson (1958) under the name metric 

mUltidimensional scaling. First, the matrix of separations S is centered 

and premultiplied by its transpose to give the scalar product matrix B 

b .. 
l] 

= 
k 2 
E S .• /k 

i=l l] 
+ ~ 8

2 
.. /k - (~ ~ S2 .. /n\ 

j=l l] _ i=l j=l l] / 

Hhich is then reduced by the Jacobi procedure" to an orthogonal matrix of 

,', This procedure is formally identical to a complete principle-compo
nents factor a~alysis of the B matrix. It differs from tyoical factor
analytic procedures in that (1) the input matrix consists of ratio-scaled 
scalar products rather than correlations, and (2) all the factors are ex
tracted rather than just a subset. This means that the original distances 
may be regenerated from R with no error. 
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Eigenvectors R. The matrix R represents a rectilinear coordinate system 

upon which the concepts are projected as vectors. For k concepts, the ma-

trix R is all·rays k x r Hhere r " k-l. Each column* vector R. of R repre
J 

sents one dimension of the space and is orthogonal to all other columns. 

i 
Each row of R represents the position vector R of the ith concept in the 

space (Davis and Snider, 1975) • 

No information is lost by this transformation, nor, of course, is any 

created. Since the set of reference vectors upon Hhich the concepts are now 

projected is orthonormal, hOHever, mathematical treatment of processes among 

the concepts is substantially simplified, since vector equations defined on 

rectilinear coordinates take on a very convenient algebraic form. 

,lliile this rectilinear coordinate system shares important character-

istics Hith the familiar three-dimensional rectilinear coordinate system 

of classical mechanics, it differs in tHO important .,ays, both consequences 

of the empirically-derived structure of the concepts measured to date. 

First, the rank or dimensionality of the space is higher than 3, although 

the exact rank may vary across concept domains and across time, as Hell as 

across individuals. Second, the space is almost alHays found to be non-

Euclidean. In spatial terms, non-Euclidean spaces are Harped or bent; in 

cognitive terms, non-Euclidean separation patterns represent inconsistencies 

among conceptions. 

Non-Euclidean geometric structure is represented in the Galileo config-

uration by negative characteristic roots (eigenvalues) in the R matrix; 

negative eigenvalues indicate imaginary components of the eigenvectors 

,', It will be convenient later to denote column vectors of R with sub
scripts and rowvectors of R with superscripts. 
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corresponding to these roots, since the eigenvalue is the sum of the 

squared components, as 

(2) = A. 
J 

k 
~. 1 l= 

. 2 
(R~) 

J 

Hhile these imaginary components and negative roots were initially con-

sidered by many psychometricians to be artifactual or indications of error, 

their consistent recurrence, stability over time and generally laHful beha-

vior (e.g., they are generally larger in absolute magnitude for domains not 

clearly understood by or unfamiliar to respondents) seem to indicate they 

should not be disregarded. Furthermore, they add no essential mathematical 

difficulties as long as care is taken to preserve their si~s during numer-

ical computations . 

b. Cross-observer transformations. For any observer, these operations 

performed across k concepts will yield the k x r matrix R representing a 

(non-Euclidean) rectilinear coordinate system upon which are projected the 

k ., Rl R2 Rk posltlon vectors , , ... , The end points of these vectors, as 

has been shmm, constitute a geometric pattern Hhich corresponds to the 

interrelations among the concepts as seen by the ith individual. 

Comparisons of the observations of tHO or more observers, once those 

observations have been encoded into this system, constitute a two step pro-

cedure. First, a transformation on one or both of the reference frames 

must be identified which minimizes the discrepancy among the two or more 

spaces, while preserving the separations within each. Once this has been 

accomplished, the resulting matrices may simply be compared by subtraction. 

These distance-preserving transformations' are called rigid motions, and 

consist of rotations and translations on the coordinates. 

Translations within the Galileo reference frame are straightfo~<ard 
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extensions of translations in the 3 space common to ordinary physical con

ception. First, some arbitrary concept'" Ri is chosen, and its position 

vector is subtracted from the position vectors of all concepts in the 

space such that 

(3) = 

Siuce R. - R. = 0 (the null vector) this has the effect of placing the 
~ ~ 

ith concept on the origin of the reference frame. This procedure is 

carried out for the reference frame of each person in the comparison, so 

that the reference frames of each observer are centered on the same concept. 

Next, the two coordinate frames are rigidly rotated to a least-squares 

best fit on each other. This rotation is accomplished by successive pair-

wise rotation of the eigenvectors until the total squared distance of con-

cepts from their counterparts across observers is minimized (Foelfel et al., 

1975). Since we are concerned only with those transformations which pre-

serve the original separations, rotations must be carried out separately 

for the positive eigenvectors and the negative eigenvectors. This is re-

quired since distance is not invariant under rotation of complex numbers, 

and is permitted since each of the positive eigenvectors is orthogonal to 

each of the negative eigenvectors . 

Once these operations have been carried out for any two persons they 

yield the transformed matrices R.' and R.' for the ith "and jth individuals. 
~ J 

Comparison of spaces is now given straightforwardly by the subtraction 

R. ' 
~ 

R. ' = II 
J 

~, A very useful procedure is the inclusion of the concept "me" or 
"myself" in the concept set, since the translation described here can then 
result in a coordinate system centered on the individual's concept of self 
or the cultural self for the aggregate. 
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Hhere the matrix'" represents the difference betHeen the cognitive struc-

tures of the ith and jth individuals. 
i 

Any row 6 of '" represents the 

difference behleen the definition of the kth concept as seen by the ith and 

jth persons within a now common reference frame. ,', The length 16k I of any 

rOH vector of '" represents the distance betHeen or difference in meaning 

between the same word as used by the ith and jth person • 

c. Over-time transformations. The description of process in the 

Galileo frame>lOrk involves essentially the comparison of a time-ordered 

series of individual coordinate frames RtO ' ~l' .•. , Rtn or aggregate 

coordinate frames ~o' Rtl , ••• ,Rtn • As is well known in physiCal 

science, there exists no single "privileged" coordinate system against 

which absolute changes may be measured, and the situation is no different 

in cognitive space. As is clear from the nature of the procedure by which 

the Galileo coordinate frames are constructed, the orient.ations of the 

eigenvectors of any time frame are functions of the state of the configur-

ation at that time, and therefore any change in the configuration over time 

will result in an artifactual reorientation of the reference axes(eigenvec-

tors). This is equivalent to comparing motions across reference frames 

which may be "tumbling" (Le., in non-uniform rotation and translation) rela-

tive to each other. The first step in making comparisons, therefore, is 

a series of rotations and translations as described above to bring the time-

series of coordinate systems into best-fit with each other (Hoelfel et al., 

1975). Severa~ such procedures are possible. First, if no information 

* For an interesting alternative procedure for the comparison of indi
vidual cognitive structures, see Harlier, 1974, 1976. 1·1arlier I s procedure 
involves the projection of the individual cognitive spaces of a series of 
individuals into an aggregate space based on the average separation matrix 
S, after which individual differences can be estimated by . near regression 
techniques. Harlier is able to account for over 72% of the differences in 
individual perceptions with this model. 
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other than that contained Hithin the matrices at each time period is 

available, rotation and translation to simple least-squares best fit across 

the time series is appropriate. If additional constraints can be deter-

mined on other grounds (as, for example, might be the case if the observer 

>lere to knO>l that some of the concepts had been implicated in messages 

aCrOSS a time interval and others had not) some of the concepts might be 

differentially Heighted into the minimization procedure or even left as free 

parameters, as is described in detail elsewhere (!'!oelfel et al., 1975). 

One such strategy might be to translate the origin of the reference frame 

onto the concept of self (the "me") at each time interval, then rotate the 

spaces serially to a least-squares best fit on those concepts the individual 

herself or himself reports as relatively unchanging across the time interval 
; ,' . 

measured. For an equivalent cultural solution, the aggregate "me" might 

be set at the origin of the collective space, and least-squares criteria 

applied to those concepts collectively judged stable over time. The result-

ing process would represent the individual cognitive processes or collec-

tive cultural processes as seen respectively by the individual himself or 

herself, or by the culture as a whole. Hhat is most important, however, is 

the understanding that the description of the processes-·-and hence the 

"lat~s of nature"--Nithin the spaces will be altered by different choices of 

a rotation scheme, and that there exists no "correct" choice. Once a choice 

has been made, however, processes Hill be Hholly determined by observations 

(data) >lith in that frame>lork, and .lill be the same for all observers who 

utilize the same rotation scheme. Hithin this consensus it makes sense to 

say the processes are observed and laws are discovered; the consensus it-

..... ! self, however, is created by the observers and not discovered • 
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Velocity and acceleration: Once a stable reference frame has been 

defined (by !Vhatever means) it becomes a simple matter to describe cogni-

tive processes relative to that frame. At any insta~t, the definition of 

a concept ~ is given by its location in the reference frame, !Vhich in turn 

is given by its position vector R. Changes in the meaning of any concept 

!ViII be given by a change in location, or a change in the position vector 

AR. For any interval of time At, therefore, the average rate of change of 

meaning or average velocity is given by AR/At. At any instant in time this 

velocity !ViII be given by the derivative V
t 

dR In the of refer-= dt space 

ence, R is given by its r components 

(5) R = RI + R2 + R3 + . + R r 

Since the reference vectors are orthogonal in the Galileo reference frame, 

the partial derivatives are linearly additive, giving 

(6) = 
r 
E dRi 

i=l dt 

Equation (6) represents the direction and rate at !Vhich a given concept is 

changing in meaning at an instant t. This rate itself may change over time, 

and this change in the rate of change is formally an acceleration, !Vhich 

is given by the second derivative 

(7) '\ = • • • + 
r 
E 

i=l 

It is these accelerations that require explanation according to the . 
discussion in Part One, and so they are of particular importance. Never-

theless it is important to understand that the accelerations !Vill turn out 

differently if different rotation and translation strategies are employed 

earlier in the analysis, and so also, therefore, !ViII the la!Vs !Vhich account 
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for them. This suggests an additional strategy for such transformation de-

cisions: for completely practical reasons, those distance-preserving 

transformations should be chosen "hich produce the simplest laws of motion 

within the cognitive reference frame. 

4. Explanations of cognitive processes. The equations developed in 

- ..;.. the previous section are powerful des(!riptive tools, and many even more 

.' : ,.'J . pmlerful descriptive equations can be found in physics, en,,:ineering and 

: .... ; mathematics books dealing Hith mechanics and vector and tensor analysis, 

., as long as one is careful to generalize those equations to r dimensions 

while paying careful attention to the signs of the roots corresponding to 

the dimensions. The implication that equations for cognitive processes may 

be found in physics books has generally been viewed with a combination of 

suspicion and alarm by social scientists on the grounds that psychological 

or cultural processes are not analogous to physical processes. These ar-

guments are not germane here, since the equations listed do not predict or 

require any specific processes in the cognitive reference frames, but simply 

describe those processes whatever they may be. That such equations can de-
,"0:. ..,.' :. , 

scribe processes within this system is not an empirical question, but 

.... ' : ~ ," 
simply a formal consequence of the arbitrary distance rule chosen. The 

',I 
question at issue is not whether equations which describe the processes ob-

, , 
, I served in the system can be found, but rather whether those equations, once 

found, are sufficiently simple to allow predictability greater than that 

obtainable with ordinary language. To the extent that such equations yield 
·,.i· 

patterned regularities they Hill yield such increased predictive power. As 
.';).i.· . ..... . . 

. . :. 
' .. ' ' . we suggested earlier, such patterned regularities, or invariances, once 

;· .. ,i· 

" ,,,' 

'II " 
named, constitute scientific laHS valid Hithin the reference system. To 

. ,{!" 
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illustrate "'hat such la",s might look like in this system, consider the 

folloHing example: 

Figure Three represents the (hypothetical) outcome of measurements of 

the dissimilarities or separations among six persons as they appear to some 

sample of observers. The separations amonp; the persons Hhich the respon-

dents observe have been translated into numbers by the ratio distance rule 

(p. ) resulting in the separation matrix Sk for each observer, then aver

aged across observers to yield the matrix S",ith elements 

S .. = 
lJ 

n 
E S. 'k/n 

k=l lJ 

1"hich represents the average separation bet",een the ith and jth person as 

perceived by the n observers. This matrix S has been factored completely'" 

to yield the rectilinear spatial coordinate system represented by the 

• R h matrlx -k >1. ere xr 

",here 

B 

o~ = 
J 

The position of each individual 

i vector R "'hose magnitude p. = 
l 

= 

0, 

1, 

in 

RoR' 

i f. j 

i = j 

the space R is given by the position 
r i 2 R~ E (R.) ",here = the jth component 

j=l J J 

of the ith position vector. Each column vector Rj represents a reference 

vector orthogonal to each other reference vector (eigenvector) "'hose length 

is given by 

= r;::- = 
J 

,', Le., all r :: k-l roots have been extracted. 
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"here it. is the jth root of the characteristic equation for B. 
J 

After several repeated measures, assume .Te have established that the 

concepts (people in this example) signified by the Ri are not in motion 

relative to one another, . Ri 1.e., -t 
i 

- \0 
i = 0 for all R across all time in-

1 

tervals 6t. measured. Assume further that, at this point in time, all n 
1 

observers receive a messap;e Hhich says, in English, 

"Sally and Charles are similar. If 

Subsequently a series of additional measures across time are taken • 

'!Ie nOl' must make several assumptions, each of "hich may be falsified by 

the observat ions if they fail. First, He may assume that the message Hill 

result in some change in the confi~uration of vectors R .. If this is so, 
1 

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B Hill be different for the post-message 

measurements than for the pre-message measures. These differences may be 

certified Hithin probability parameters by standard statistical procedures; 

correlations of corresponding eigenvectors across time may be statistically 

non-unity; cannonical correlations of the R. across 6t may be statistically 
1 

non-unity by Chi-Square criteria; mean differences betHeen position vectors 

may be statistically significant by fu~OVA procedures, etc. ROH interac-

tions and row x column interactions in N T,'1ay repeated-measures analysis of 

variance may b,e performed on either the coordinates of R or the distance 

matrix S to determine Nhether specific concepts or specific pairs of con-

cepts are differentially affected by the messap:e. See Gillham and Hoelfel, 

1975; Hoelfel et a1., 1975. 

Secondly, He might assume that only the concepts (persons) referred to 
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in the message "Till be directly affected by the message. If this is true, 

then a rotation and translation": of the coordinates across any interval of 

for Hhich all differences R~t 
J 1 

time could be found o where 

neither i nor j are concepts implicated in the message, but where 

i 
(R' t J 1 

i 
- R' t J 0 

i 
- R. 

JtO 

does not equal zero if both i and j are mentioned in the message. 

mayor may not be zero if either i or j but not both are men-

tioned in the message.) This transformation is given by translating both 

R
t 

and R
t 

to an origin at the centroid of those concepts thought to be 
o 1 

unaffected by the message (or on one of those concepts itself), and 

rotating about this origin until the squared distances among the hypothet-

ically stable concepts are at a minimum. If the hypothesis is correct, 

these differences Hill be zero by statistical criteria, Hhile the distances 

betHeen the manipulated concepts Hill be non-zero by the same criteria. 

If this hypothesis is false, no such rotation can he found. 

A stronger version of the hypothesis would predict not only,~otion 

vs. stability, but also the direction and magnitude of such motion. llature, 

trustHorthy hypotheses about the direction and magnitude of resultant motion 

can only be made after many careful observations Hithin the system, but 

initial guesses based on our understanding of the meanings of English 

Hords and their effects can provide useful starting points. 

The meaning of the English Hords in statement Sl imply that the obser

ver has overestimated the separation betHeen Sally and Ralph. If, in gen-

eral, people attempt to comply ,lith the meaning of the message--i.e., adjust 

their viel'T in the direction of the vieH expressed in the message--then, in 

~: He are restricted to rotations and translations since these "rigid 
Notions" preserve distances (separations) Hithin time periods . 
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general, the distance bet",een Sally and Ralph should be reduced by receipt 

of the message. This relative motion may be differentially attributed to 

RI (Sally) and R2 (Ralph) in Fi,o:ure 3. By convention, the force of this 

message may be defined as the sum of the vectors F I and F 2 ",here F I = -F 2' 

Since by definition the force F is equally attributed to each concept Ri , 

i i 
differential displacement along the R - R vector must therefore be attri-

buted to characteristics of the Ri. That quality of the Ri which differ-

entially resists acceleration (or displacement) is called inertial ~, 

\'Ihich is given by 

m. 
~ 

m. 
J 

= IIIR
j I 

IIIRil 

He seek now to determine some distance-preserving transformation such 

that the ratios of the respective I IIR
i 

I 's remains invariant across repeated 

messages and over time or in which the ratios of the III 1l.
i I 's are kno~m 

functions of some measurable events. Such an outcome would be an inertial 

reference frame, and within this frame, the known values of the ratios of 

the IIIRil's constitutes valuable information about the differential magni

i tude of the response of the R 's to messages. 

Strict confirmation of the hypothesis that the message may be repre-

sented as a force vector on a line through the two concepts in the message 

by an observed angle of 

= 

to within statistical criteria. Strict confirmation of the inertial hypo-

thesis is given by the criterion 
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Sally 

R4 Barbara 

Fl 

a 

"-

" '9' 

:# 
~ 

L 
R 2 Charles 

R3 Joe 

Johanna 
R6 

RS George 

Hypothetical 't;1"o-dimensional representation of the 
separations among 6 people. 
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= 

for all values of i, j and k. 

A yet more complex hypothesis mi"ht suggest a useful combination rule. 

He might hypothesize, for example, that En!!lish sentences add like vectors, 

i. e., the meaning of the Enp;lish sentences "Sally is friendly" and "Sally 

is helpful" is given by 

1 2 
= R + R 

Rs Sally 

" s where R' = predicted motion 
vector for Rs 

If sentences add like vectors, then the resultant vector R's = Rl - R2 

can be considered a single message vector R's resulting in Ps moving along 

the R's vector with an acceleration ~ inversely proportional to Ns; at 

time t Sally ~ill be closest in meaning to Paula, i.e., IR
s

_R
3 1= min at p. 

p 

This minimum distance is given by 

(10) S
s . 
3 m~n. 

and the distance I PR
3

1 is given by 

91 
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(11) = 

These hypotheses can be tested unambif,uously given the reRression R's = 
Q 1"1 Q n 2 h Q Rl B ,,2. h n I s 
~l-' + ~2l'-- + e 1--' ere ~r +. 2" 1S t e " predicted value of the com-

bination of the component messages Rl and R2 l-leighted to a best fit 

against the observed result R's. The . 's represent those characteris-
1 .. 

tics of the Ri l~hich influence their resistance to change of meaninf" and 

the inertial hypothesis suggests that the ratios of these . 's to each other 
1 

should remain invariant l1ithin the inertial frame. These results r,eneralize 

immediately to the n-vector resultants of combinations of n sentence and the 

nth order multiple regression check 

(12) = 
n 
E 

i=l 

i 
B.R + e 

1 

These hypotheses also are easily falsified, requiring yet more complexities 

to be allOl"ed in the theory. The 8. 's, for example, may be dependent on 
1 .. 

factors like distance, mass, etc., Hhich 'dill require more complex hypothe-

ses. The important point, hOHever, is to illustrate that the rejection of 

hypotheses leads directly to the development of successively more accurate 

if perhaps more complicated descriptions of processes, and correspondingly 

more complicated hypotheses 'Ihich correspond to observations to Hithin in-

creasingly better approximations. 

Once the system has been set into motion, it iteratively improves its 

fit to observat~ons l-lhile providing a consensus among observers l-lithin 1-1hich 

this increasing pool of comparable observations may be interchanged. The 

result is a tendency tOl"ard individually and collectively enhanced observa-

tional capacities, reasoninp; ability and access to information for those 1-1ho 

use the system. 
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Once an inertial reference' frame has been stipulated, hypotheses con-

sist of statements about the forces ~enerated by different events in the in-

ertial frame. Failure of these hypotheses (e.e., the hypothesis which 

suegests a message-like Sl ",ill result in forces along the vector connectino; 

the concepts linked in the message, 11hich in turn results in motion only 

along this vector) requires stipulation of an additional force (in this case, 

acting to produce motion out of the anticipated vector represented by e .in 

(12». Research must then uncover observed events in the frame "hich corres-

pond to the residual force vector inferred by the motion out of the pre-

dieted vector. 



PART III 

A Current Assessment 

Theories are traditionally evaluated in the social sciences on tHO 

~rounds: the reliability of their measures and the extent to "Thich outcomes 

predicted by the theory conform to observed outcomes (validity). In terms 

of these criteria, this theory has proven quite satisfactory. Hany careful 
.~ : 

studies have shoHn reliabilities above those considered requisite by most 
\." . :. . ;' . ; : ',.'.' , 

social scientists (Barnett, 1976'. Ilarlier, 1976; Cody, 1976; Gilham and 

. ,.J' :j~)J:" ."" !' .• !!. 

~'1oelfel, 1976). Moreover, outcomes predicted by the theory have been in 
," ," !" • ',,', ':; 

good conformity "lith observation. Barnett, Serota and Taylor (1975), in-

',', ' .• 1.::'. 
terviewed by telephone a small sample of ref,istered voters in a U.S. con-

gressional district to determine the set of concepts they mentioned most 

; 

I 
t 

frequently vThile describing an upcoming congressional race. Sixteen of 

these concepts Here included in a "Galileo" questionnaire Hhich Has admin-

istered to a larger sample and the results entered into an early version of 

the Galileo computer program. Based on the solution resulting, they advised 

a little known candidate in his first attempt at public office as to the 

optimal set of messages he shoUld send to the electorate, to move himself 

closer to the location of the "me" or average voter's position in the space. 

THo subsequent measures showed that this message had the desired cognitive 

effects--i.e., the candidate moved as predicted. As a consequence, this 

political newcomer defeated his experienced opponent (the incumbant con-

gressman) Hith nearly 60% of the vote (Serota, et al., 1977). 

Similarly,' in a later, more sophisticated laboratory experiment, Cody 

(1976) entered similar data into the Galileo 3.9 computer program Hhich 

utilized equations (8) through (12) to determine the optimal message strat-

egy to increase successfully the credibility of tHO moderately Hell-knmm 

-39-
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political candidates. Similar procedures have been used commercially to 

aid in the diffusion of educational innovations; the formation of a state-

Hide organization for special education; to aid in the reformation of a, state 

educational system and to aid in the sale of commercial products and services. 

In each of these and other cases, the results haveebeen more precise and 

informative than those yielded by already proven existing procedures, and 

their dollar value has greatly exceeded the costs of the research . 

. ) r' Hhile the extent to Hhich this system Hill prove useful in basic atti-

tude-behavior research is still open, Gillham and "'oelfel (1976) have shmm 

'" :', that it may be used in lieu of much more tedious conventional methods to 

determine the attributes along Hhich persons are perceived by groups. 

Barnett (1976) shoHed that these procedures Here able to detect effects of 

bilingualism on cognitive processing too small to be detected by the most 

.... i" 
'" .:: sensitive of conventional scaling methods. Danes (1976) has sho>m in lab-

, ..... , oratory experiments that the "inertial mass" hypothesis expressed in the 

, , ' 

~, : theory (see Saltiel and Hoelfel, 1975) accounts for resistance to attitude 

',.i 1 . change far more accurately than plausible conventional models. Harlier 

"'1 ','. , (1974; 1976) shoHed in a laboratory experiment that the set of transforma~ 

. (i . ",:.' tions designated by the theory account very accurately for differences in 

, .:. ~.', : , '''If', . ;,": individual perspectives about railroad nationalization. Brophy (1976) 

.,' . showed that a sizable portion of the variance in perceptions of members of 

an academic department, as measured by these techniques, could be accounted 

" i"';' for by their positions in a communication network. Hakshlag and Edison 

(1976) shoHed that these procedures produced mesaures of the credibility 

.: " of message sources more precise than conventional semantic-differential and 

" :, factor-analytic models. Fink et al. showed that these orocedures provide 

precise measures of the differential perceptions of the u.S. pOHer structure 
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across levels of socio-economic status. Danes and Hoelfel (1975) showed 

that these techniques produce more reliable information for a given sample 

size than do traditional ordinal scalinr, methods. CraiE, (1975) showed the 

system produced extremely stable measures of the perceptions persons held 

about nations, although ambiguities in the persuasive messages he generated 

from the theory precluded unambiguous tests of its dynamic assumptions in 

his experiment. Histretta (1975) shovTed that the system made accurate pl:'e-

dictions about the perceptions of crimes and their penalties consistent 

,·lith Durkheim's predictions. Barnett (1972) shol'led that the system yields 

stable and reliable outcomes even under adverse conditions like cross-

domain scaling and across politically turbulent circumstances. Gordon 

(l976a) shOl.,ed that these procedures provide accurate measures of the per-

ceptions of radio stations and their program formats precise enough to pre-

dict observed listening patterns, and further showed (Gordon, 1976b) that 

changes in the metric established by the experimenter yield ratio-level 

changes in scaling outcomes. 

This evidence shows that the theory compares quite favorably l'Iith othel:' 

social science theories in terms of traditional reliability and predicta-

bility figures. But such data can be seriously misleading, if one considers 

only the extent to which the measured data provided by the theory are re-

liably (reproducibly) measured and the outcomes predicted by the theory are 

confirmed by these observations. Although the measures yielded by the 

theory are in th~ range of the reliabilities of traditional theories (or 

usually somel'lhat higher) the fineness of gradation of the measures is 

usually two or more orders of magnitude better, and the quantity of informa-

tion yielded is proportionately hio;her. Clearly if one measure provides 

100 units of information at 90% reliability and a second provides 10 units 
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of information at 90% reliability, the former measure is preferable by an 

order of magnitude difference. 

This same reasoning applies to the confirmation of predicted outcomes. 

A proper evaluation of the theory in contrast to others Rhould note that, 

not only are the outcomes predicted by the theory confirmed to smaller 

tolerances (usually by about a factor of two or more), but the predicted 

outcomes are themselves far more complicated than those derived from earlier 

theory. The theory presented here, in other words, predicts outcomes about 

"'hich earlier theories are generally mute or indecisive, and finds these 

predictions confirmed within smaller tolerances than the cruder predictions 

of earlier theories are confirmed by methods appropriate to them. 

Hhile these experiments support the key premises of the theory, it 

should be clear from the discussion above that the construction of a useful 

theory is a lengthy collective social process which requires not only causal 

hypotheses, but the development of symbol systems, logical roles of combina

tion, measurement rules and a relatively large cadre of trained users even 

before information substantial enough to warrant hypothesis formulation can 

be collected. 

Ultimately, any theory is to be judged on the extent to Hhich it makes 

correct, useful and informative statements about problems of real human in

terest on the basis of observations ,-,hich can he made at a cost commensur

ate Hi th their use value. A good theory, therefore, must make the solut ion 

of some class of human problems easier. The more important the problems 

and the easier and more certain the solutions, the better the theory. 

On first reading, it may be difficult to see hm' the tedious equations 

of the preceding pages can make the solution of human problems easy. In 

fact, however, once mastered, this system does vastly simplifY important 
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human activities. Although the derivation of the equations presented earlier 

'''as strenuous work, once derived they need not be derived again for each 

use. In fact, all of them have been encoded into computer softHare Hhich 

makes the tedious logical manipulations they entail quite automatic. It 

Hill be the pragmatic ease ,·lith Hhich this theory can enable us to solve 

difficult and important problems that determines its ultimate acceptability • 
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